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Jessica Harrington grew up not really knowing her biological father. He was something of an
enigma, living in a country thousands of miles away. She was very much part of a single-parent
family, relying on her mother for everything. That is, until her mother’s boyfriend stepped into her
life.The Girl in the Pink Shoes is a harrowing and graphic account of a young girl’s physical and
sexual abuse at the hands of her stepfather, already a convicted paedophile. Jessica Harrington
thought she would be protected. After all, wasn’t that what mums were supposed to do?
Jessica’s mother betrayed her and looked the other way. She allowed the devil himself into her
daughter’s bedroom.What followed was years of the most horrific abuse imaginable, brutal
rapes, video recordings from hidden cameras, and introductions to other paedophiles.Warned
that if she ever breathed a word to anyone, she would be tortured and killed, there was never a
safe place to hide from the horrors she faced on a daily basis.Bullied at school, raped and
beaten at home, Jessica saw no way out and tried to take her own life. But even then, the abuse
and the torment continued for many years.An incredible story from one of life’s true survivors
that will leave a lasting impression long after the last page has been turned.

"I'm a big fan of Jonathan and his work. Like morning routines, improving your cognition, focus,
and memory is one of THE major game changers in personal development. If you apply just half
of what you learn in this book, your life will change forever."--Hal Elrod, bestselling author of The
Miracle Morning and The Miracle Equation"Like it or not, in the next ten years, every knowledge
worker in the world will be faced with a choice: get really good at learning so you can stay
relevant...or become obsolete. What do you do about this? Read this book. Jonathan Levi is one
of the world's top authorities on accelerated learning, and this is the handbook to ensure you
don't get left behind."--Tucker Max, 4x New York Times bestselling author"Throughout my
career, I've had the honor of working with many of the world's top thought leaders, CEOs,
authors, and even politicians. Do you know what they all have in common? They are all prolific
readers and learners. That's why The Only Skill That Matters is such an important book. If you
want to reach your full potential, picking up this book is a great start."--Joe Polish, founder,
Genius Network & Genius Recovery"The Only Skill That Mattersis the only book that matters if
you're looking to make your studying and learning more efficient. Not only is Levi's book an
awesome one-stop shop for all things to boost your brain power, you're learning from one of the
best!"--Nelson Dellis, 4x USA Memory Games champion"The techniques taught in this book are
the very same ones I used in my research to investigate massive memory improvement--and to
win championships myself. Jonathan explains them in a clear, practical, and engaging way for all
to apply."--Dr. Boris Nikolai Konrad, Neuroscientist & Memory Games Champion"Hundreds of
thousands of people have bought Jonathan Levi's learning courses. In this book, you will learn



all he has to teach on how to truly learn, powerfully and effectively. Once you get this, you'll be
able to learn and achieve anything you want."--Dr. Benjamin Hardy, bestselling author of
Willpower Doesn't Work"After facing serious learning challenges that blocked big aspirations,
Jonathan Levi did what all good students serious about the knowledge adventure do. He found a
mentor who knew how to learn. Then he followed the steps and optimized everything to make
the world's most powerful memory techniques his own. Now you have the full story and the
perfect mentor as you discover the best accelerated learning strategies and optimize them for
your adventure too."--Dr. Anthony Metivie, memory expertAbout the AuthorJONATHAN LEVI is a
serial entrepreneur, keynote speaker, podcaster, and bestselling author of the Become a
SuperLearner book and online course series. After struggling for decades as a student and
"slow learner," Jonathan discovered a powerful methodology for learning faster and
remembering more. Since 2014, Jonathan has taught this methodology to over 220,000 people
in 205 countries and territories. His award-winning podcast, SuperHuman Academy, has been
downloaded over 3 million times. Jonathan has been featured in such media outlets as The Wall
Street Journal, Inc., BusinessInsider, and LifeHacker UK. He lives in Tel Aviv, Israel, with his
wife, Limmor. To learn more, visit superhumanacademy.com.
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as a book, I simply started to write one day. After years spent attempting to blot out my past, I
needed to make sense of it all. I had tried to bury the horrific events that took place and



ultimately what happened to me; I was mentally and sexually abused. Torture was inflicted upon
me and my life was filled with lies. I had never been protected by the people who were meant to
be there for me, I felt let down by everyone.Everyone I have ever met has a story about coming
into the world and how their childhood holds happy memories. Sadly for me, I didn’t experience
the same; my early days were fraught with unhappiness. I was abandoned by my biological
father and I feared my mother most of the time.This book details the events that took place,
events that involved my stepfather and the sexual abuse he inflicted upon me. My mother was
aware of what he was doing to me, but she did nothing. She buried herself at the bottom of a
bottle and beat me instead.Every decision I made led to horrendous consequences which
involved many other abusers. They made threats to my life and a price would most certainly
have to be paid if I were ever to speak out or disclose what they did to me. I was petrified. Bullied
at school and assaulted at home, I eventually attempted suicide. Yet no one did anything to help
me.When I started to write, my demons came flooding back; the smells and memories still haunt
me, taunting me while I sleep. This made me realise my story needed to be told. I hope that
anyone else who or has gone through or is experiencing something similar will find some
comfort knowing that life can get better. Mine eventually did.I did not turn to drink and drugs to
mask what happened and I do not see myself as a victim. The scars left behind have made me
determined to be stronger.Like a Lighthouse there is always light,Even in the darkest depths and
the scariest moments!You just have to follow it.Jessica Harrington.No matter how hard life may
seem, you only need to find the courage to speak up!Due to legal reasons, all names, apart from
my own, have been changed. Events that occurred are the truth formed from my memories and
the scars left behind.This is my story.Chapter 1 | DaddyFifteenth of August, 1997, a bouncing
baby girl named Jessica was born. She kicked and screamed as she searched for the loving
arms of her mother. This is how I would like to believe it was, just as my son had searched for my
arms when he fought his way into this world many years later. As he was cut from the comfort of
the womb, he attempted to punch the doctor.There are no happy photos of the first few moments
of my life; none were taken. No proud mum or dad holding me. All I know is that I had to be
dressed in dolls clothes for the first few weeks of my life. I was so tiny, nothing else would fit me.
My early history has been made up of snippets of information pieced together from unreliable
sources; even my surname was pulled from a hat.My birth was registered in Malta where I was
born. My mother gave me a surname that I never used nor never knew about until much later in
life; I was almost deported when I applied for an English passport and it transpired that I had
been using an unofficial surname all my life. My father, I finally found out he was called Manuel,
was Maltese and my mother, Susan, was English. I have three siblings. My older brother, Jack,
and I have the same father. We have a half-sister, Laura, and a half-brother, Jacob. We moved to
England from Malta, after my father attempted to throw me down a flight of stairs. To this day, I
have no idea what could I have possibly done to deserve that. I was no more than a year old at
the time.After this incident, Susan hatched a plan to escape from Malta and my abusive father.
She arranged a family holiday to England and, once we arrived, she told my dad he would be



going back to Malta on his own. He could not do anything about this decision, she was now on
UK soil and so were we. I wonder what the peanuts on the return flight home must have tasted
like as he contemplated his future prospects. His visions must have painted a lonely picture
when he realised he had been deceived by my mother.I heard the story of my Maltese father
from my older step-sister; I have no idea if it is true.As a child and on my birthdays, I would wake
up earlier than normal to wait for the post to arrive. I sat on the bottom step of our staircase and
stared at the front door. It was the same each year; I waited patiently for the letterbox to open
and hoped for a pile of letters popping through and onto the red carpet. I wished that, just once,
my dad would remember me, even if it was only a birthday card. He was out there somewhere
and I wanted him to acknowledge that I was his daughter. I didn’t know anything about him; his
name was never mentioned. No one talked about him and he was only ever referred to as your
father. I wished my childhood was filled with love and protection, but it wasn't. Instead, I was
brought up on lies and manipulated into believing everything was normal, even when that wasn’t
the case. I had to learn to accept it and often wished my life could have been different.On my
ninth birthday, I woke up and looked around at my purple painted walls and pulled back my
Sponge Bob Square Pants bed cover. Everyone has something they love as a child and mine
certainly wasn’t that cut price bed cover. Sponge Bob is my mortification moment and I am
dying with embarrassment describing my old bedroom to the world. However, I climbed down
from my wooden cabin bed and ran out of my bedroom into Jack's room. I found his feet poking
out of the bottom of the duvet while he snored loudly.“It’s my birthday Jack!” I yelled at the top of
my voice.“Fuck off, you little shit!” he shouted back, as a pillow hit me on the head.Unfazed by
my brother's reaction, I chuckled to myself as I dashed out of his bedroom and down the stairs. I
took my place on the bottom step and patiently waited for the letterbox to open.Finally, a pile of
letters landed on the carpet; I jumped up to retrieve them. Four cards had arrived. I sat back
down on the bottom step and stared at one of the cards that had arrived, it had a postmark from
Malta. I had waited for years to receive this card. With butterflies in my belly, I turned the small
pink envelope over and started to carefully open it. On the front of the card was a picture of a
large bear and small white duck, surrounded by pink hearts and flowers.For You Daughter was
printed on the front of the card. Then a small, white piece of paper fell onto the floor. I didn’t even
attempt to pick it up, as I took a breath before opening the card.To My Lovely Daughter
JessicaWith lots of love on your BirthdayxxxxLots of love from DaddyHope that you have a nice
daylove u always.Then on the opposite page of the card, I found a second note.Happy
birthdayFrom Rosie xxx love youTears started to develop in my eyes, as I closed the card and
looked down at the stupid bear.Why was a small duck giving a present to a big bear? - I
wondered.It didn’t make sense, shouldn't it have been the other way around? This card was
meant to be for a small daughter from a big dad. I was angry at the word Daddy.What right has
he got to call himself Daddy? - my thoughts were confused.He had never taken me to school,
read me a story or kissed me good night.Who is Rosie? - I suddenly thought.I opened the card
again and re-read the note from her.My father must have another daughter? My half-sister, -



things were swirling in my headThis made me angrier. She knew him and I didn’t even have a
clue what my own father's name was. He probably takes her to school and tucks her in at night
before he reads her a bedtime story.What did I do that was so wrong? Why had my first birthday
card taken nine years to turn up? My sad thoughts caused tears to trickle down my cheeks.I
picked up the white piece of paper that had fallen onto the floor and wiped away my tears.Great,
he’s sent me some fake money! - I thought.I continued to study the piece of paper and printed at
the bottom was a name. I could read Mr Manuel but I couldn’t make out the surname. This was
followed by a messy signature. It was then that I discovered my father’s name was Manuel. I had
waited so long for this moment and I truly believed it would make me feel happy and wanted. But
it didn’t, instead, I felt upset and abandoned.I sat for a few moments staring at my dad's name
before I started to open the other three cards. Some £10 and £20 notes fell onto my lap from
aunts and uncles. I had a very healthy stash of money. This changed my mood and I ran to the
kitchen, where Susan had already started to make breakfast.“Look, Mum, I’m rich!” I shouted at
the top of my voice, as I waved the bundle of crisp notes at her.I didn’t hear from my father again
until my tenth birthday when Susan handed me a small, pink, rectangular box marked Kirks Folly.
In it was a small gold chain with gold hearts and teddy bear charms attached; there was a
matching bracelet. Susan explained that my father had purchased this gift for me on the day I
was born.My dad must have wanted me at some point if he bought these gifts, - I smiled to
myself.Nothing more was said about my dad until, a few weeks later when Susan woke me one
morning and told me she had a surprise.Later that day, Jack and I climbed into Susan’s car and
we headed to Bristol. A few hours later, we arrived in the town centre and entered a large
shopping mall. Susan seemed anxious, as she sat us down on a bench. She appeared to be
searching for someone among the vast numbers of people who walked by.“Hello Susan,” a tall,
stern-faced man with brown eyes said as he approached us.He spoke with an unusual accent
and was dressed in black. He was holding a small child by the hand; she was wearing a bright
pink jumper. On his other side was a smartly dressed woman; she clutched at his hand and
looked as nervous as Susan.“Hello, Manuel,” Susan replied.“Do you remember me, Jack?”
Manuel asked.Jack didn’t reply. He looked confused as he stared at him.“You probably don’t
remember me, Jessica. You were far too young,” he continued.“Jack, Jessica. This is your father
and his new family,” Susan announced sarcastically.I stood up, staring at him. I had waited my
entire life to meet him but even although my mouth opened, no words came out.“Well say hello
then, don’t be rude,” Susan said, as she pulled at my hand.“Hi,” I said, as a strange shyness
came over me.What else could I say? Could I really have said what I was thinking?Hi, Dad,
where have you been all my life? Thanks for the card and money you sent. I would much rather
you had been around. Where have you been for the past decade? Oh, why did you try to kick me
down the stairs, when I was a baby? - I let the questions swirl in my head.My father was standing
in front of me with his new family and I felt even more abandoned and rejected than ever before.
Everyone seemed awkward and on edge. The woman holding my father’s hand suggested that
she would take us shopping. I guess this was to escape the situation and to give Susan and my



father a chance to talk more freely. Manuel reached into his pocket and produced a large bundle
of £50 notes. He stuffed money into each of our hands and we were ushered away to the nearest
shoe shop. Using the money he had given me, I bought a pair of beautiful, black rocket-dog
boots that I had my eye on for some time.When we met up later that day, the atmosphere
seemed more relaxed and we went ice skating. I managed to spend some time with my dad at
the ice rink, he appeared nice and not like the person in the stories I had been told. As we left the
rink, I thought that my time with him was over, until Susan invited him and his family back to our
house for dinner. Before bedtime, he cuddled me and told me that he had missed me, I fell
asleep that night happy that I had finally met my dad.The next morning, I woke up early and
jumped out of bed. I skipped as fast as I could down the stairs and stopped dead in my tracks
when I reached the lounge. They were gone. My dad was gone and I felt an emptiness growing
inside me. This was the last time that I ever heard from my father, no more birthday cards arrived.
He had vanished without an explanation. I wondered if I had scared him off, if I wasn’t good
enough or had done something wrong.Years later, I managed to obtain his telephone number
and after weeks of building up my courage, I called him. He told me to make an appointment if I
wanted to talk to him. That broke my heart. I only wanted to tell him that I was going to have a
family of my own. For some stupid reason, I wanted him to know.Chapter 2 | Lost at seaSummer
in Cornwall means one thing to most people; long hot days on the beach and eating every flavor
of ice cream imaginable. Even although we lived close by, my family rarely visited the golden
sands but I cherish memories of the chances we had to visit.My eyes adjusted to the sunlight
streaming through my bedroom window and I could feel its warmth in my room. I made my way
downstairs for breakfast to find Susan and Jack already in the kitchen.“Jessica, eat your
breakfast, we’re going to the beach today,” Susan’s cheerful voice announced.“Woo hoo! I need
my boat,” Jack hollered.He crashed out of the kitchen to look for his dingy, while I did a happy
dance on my seat. I poured Coco Pops into a bowl as Susan started to make some sandwiches
for our picnic.After breakfast, I packed a few things for my day out. A pink towel, a bucket with a
spade and a fizzy drink were packed neatly into my school bag. I was ready for a fun-packed day
of building sandcastles.We travelled the short distance to Par beach and, full of anticipation,
unloaded the car. Jack struggled to carry his inflatable dinghy as Laura led the way across the
sand. She chose a perfect spot to sunbathe on the enchanting beach. After arranging the towels,
Susan and Laura made a shaded area for four-year-old Jacob while Jack and I raced to see who
could dig the deepest hole in the sand. After digging his way through to the darker part, Jack
picked me and dumped me in the hole. I soon found myself covered up to my neck and stuck
under the weight of the sand. Jack ran off laughing and by the time I had wriggled out of the hole,
I resembled a sand monster, much to the amusement of the others. With our delicious picnic
demolished, Jack attempted to blow up his inflatable dinghy.I looked around at my family and
smiled as the sun warmed my face and my hair blew in the wind. Susan and Laura were lying on
their towels sunbathing, while Jacob played next to them. He was curiously studying the sand;
picking it up and letting fall through his tiny fingers. Jack looked like a giant blowfish as he huffed



and puffed to inflate his boat. There was no fighting, screaming or shouting today. Instead, we
were a happy family. I made some sandcastles and began to dig a moat around the best
one. “Jessica!” Susan yelled at me.I turned around to see why I was being yelled at and saw
Susan and Laura covered in sand.“Oops!” I murmured under my breath.They had just lubed
themselves with suntan lotion and now the sand was stuck to every part of them.“You’ve got the
entire bloody beach! Go and build a sandcastle somewhere else,” Susan was shouting as she
tried to dust the sticky sand from her body.“Jessica, do you fancy coming out with me on my
boat?” Jack asked.He was standing proudly beside the inflated dinghy.“Awesome!” I screamed.I
bounced to my feet and Jack handed me a paddle stick. Carrying the little boat between us, we
half walked, half ran across the hot sand towards the ocean and full pelt into the sea where a
giant wave of cold water washed over my body. I tossed and turned under its power until the
ocean spat me back into shallow water. Dazed and disoriented, I saw Jack and the dingy appear
next to me. “Fuck me! It’s cold!” Jack’s high-pitched scream bellowed out.We headed back to
shore in an attempt to get warm and Jack placed the boat at the water's edge.“Get in the boat
Jess, I’ll push us out,” he instructed.Jack steadied the dinghy by holding on to its side and I
clambered in. Keeping it balanced, he waded out to deeper water until it started to float. He
jumped in beside me and together we paddled our way out to sea. Once we passed the high
waves, the water calmed and the sun became warmer as we floated along in the little boat.Jack
was 6 years older than me and was out with his mates a lot, so I rarely managed to spend time
with him. I felt close to him when we were together and I was thoroughly enjoying the afternoon
with him as we chilled and chatted on the sea. Half an hour must have passed before we looked
back to the shore. Susan was standing at the water's edge waving her arms in the air but her
voice was carried away by the wind.“Hey, Mum!” we shouted back to her and waved.Our fit of
giggles disguised the predicament we were in. Suddenly, Jack stopped giggling.“Oh shit!” he
choked.The penny finally dropped and he realised why Susan was waving and shouting at
us.“Shit! Shit! Shit!” Jack cursed, he looked frightened.We had drifted out to sea. The current
was pulling us out further with every second that passed. Susan became ant-like within a matter
of minutes. Jack snatched his paddle and frantically tried to steer us back to shore.“Grab your
paddle, Jess!” Jack’s worried voice rang out.My brother normally acted like a tough guy so I
knew we were in trouble. I picked up my paddle stick to help but Jack was bigger and stronger
than me. I couldn't keep up with him; he paddled as fast as he could to no avail. We were going
round in circles as the tide continued to carry us out further to the sea. Not surprisingly, I lost grip
of my paddle and it dropped into the sea.“Oops!” I muttered as I watched it float away.Jack
turned around to see it drifting in the opposite direction. I started with a short giggle which soon
turned into an uncontrollable laugh as I cheekily waved goodbye to the paddle.“Jess, this is not
funny,” Jack snapped.He placed his hands on his head in frustration.“What are we going to do?”
I stammered.“I’m going to have to swim us back,” he announced.Jack handed me his paddle
before he jumped off the side of the boat and into the sea. He disappeared under the water and
returned to the surface gasping for air.“Holy shit, it’s fucking cold,” he cursed.In a frantic attempt



to grab the side of the oily boat he bobbed up and down. He looked like a bouncing, bug-eyed
French bulldog trying to catch its reflection in a mirror. This made my fit of laughter emerge again
but now tears of laughter streamed down my face. I watched Jack slip and slide while he
continued bobbing. When he finally managed to grab hold of the boat, he wasn’t smiling.“Jess.
For fuck’s sake, stop laughing and paddle!” Jack barked.Frustrated, he attempted to tow us back
to shore but while Jack swam furiously towing the little boat I was barely able to breathe. I picked
up the remaining paddle and tried my best to move it through the water. Immediately, I dropped it
and watched it drift away before it could be rescued, just like its partner.“Paddle, paddle,
paddle!” Jack instructed me.I stretched my arm over the boat to try with my hands while he was
desperately swimming.“Urm, I dropped it,” I said calmly.Jack stopped swimming and turned
around to look at me.“Dropped what?” he demanded breathlessly as he screwed up his
eyes.“The paddle!” my smile showing the gaps between my teeth.“Where exactly did you drop
it?” Jack demanded.“Urm, in the water,” I replied.I gave Jack the cutest smile possible in the
hope that he wouldn't shout at me. “FuuuuucccK!” he screamed, as he slapped the water with
his hand.Oh dear, Jack’s mad at me, - I thought to myself.He climbed back into the boat and
cupped his hands over his face and shook his head.“We’re going to die out here,” Jack cried into
the palm of his hands.“Don’t be silly. Mum said she would buy us some ice cream, when we get
back,” I placed my arm around his shoulders to comfort him.He looked down at me and chuckled
to himself before he looked in the direction of land again. We were hardly able to see the beach;
it was a thin line in the distance and I was becoming increasingly worried as we continued to drift
further out to sea. The sun seemed even hotter than before and, with the sea being the only
water around, I began to feel thirsty. We were well and truly up shit creek without a
paddle.Maybe Jack’s right, we’re going to die out here. Who’ll look after my teddies? - I
wondered.The sound of the seawater lapping against the dinghy broke the silence between us.
Minutes started to feel like hours as we sat in the little boat until I heard a faint chopping sound
above. I looked up to see a small object that looked like an ant flying towards us. It drew closer
and, as the noise increased, I could see it wasn't an insect but a helicopter.“Awesome!” I shouted
at the top of my voice.We frantically waved our arms above our heads and finally, the helicopter
arrived near our boat. As it hovered above us, the seawater splashed around, spraying us from
head to foot. We waited for someone to drop out and rescue us but nobody appeared. Instead,
we continued to get soaked and the noise from the rotating blades deafened us.“Is he trying to
blow us back to the bloody shore?” Jack shouted sarcastically.I was distracted when I noticed
what looked like another insect approaching us across the water. “Look!” I shouted back at Jack
above the noise of rotor blades.I pointed at the new object heading our way, it was a lifeboat. As
it pulled alongside Jack's little boat, we realised we were not going to have a helicopter ride. One
of the lifeguards lifted me into the lifeboat and, only after Jack had been helped to safety too, did
the helicopter fly away. Sadly, we watched Jack's boat disappeared out of sight as the lifeboat
raced across the waves back to the beach. The shoreline drew closer until we noticed a worried-
looking Susan standing at the edge of the water.“Shit! I’m in trouble,” Jack murmured under his



breath.He was sure he was going to get it in the neck from Susan. Once we were beached, she
ran to the boat with her arms outstretched and lifted me out of the boat. I noticed Jack hop off
the boat and try to hide behind one of the lifeguards while Susan was thanking the people that
had saved us. “Don’t you ever do that again, you could have been lost at sea!” Susan
cried.Within seconds, she had pulled Jack into her arms and hugged him. He immediately
pulled away with an expression of embarrassment on his face. The lifeguards left but not before
they told Jack and me about the dangers of the sea. On the way back to Laura and Jacob,
Susan stopped at the ice cream van and bought everyone ice cream, except Jack.. He solemnly
sat looking out to sea while he threw pebbles at the beach. As we ate our ice creams, I tried to
analyse his sad expression.Jack had loved his dingy. But maybe he wanted ice cream? Was that
the reason why he looked so upset? - I asked myself.I offered him the sticky mess that was left of
mine by way of compensation.“No thanks, you have it. It looks gross now anyway,” he
muttered.Our day finally ended and once we had gathered our belongings, we loaded up the
car. The sun hadn’t been the only thing that warmed me that day. It had been a family day with
warm, happy feelings and a bit of excitement thrown in. Susan hadn’t gone crazy the way Jack
and I had thought, the only thing that was gone was Jack's little boat; it was lost at sea.Chapter 3
| Laura and JackI call my mother Susan, not mum or mummy, for a reason. She decided to have
four children; nobody forced her to make this choice, but she wasn’t a real mother to us. We
often came across as an inconvenience to her; something that infiltrated into what should have
been happy occasions.If she didn’t want us, why did she have us? - I often wondered.Like any
other child, Christmas was my favorite event of the year. I loved the time spent with family and of
course, there was the excitement of presents. Rose was Susan’s close friend so we referred to
her as Auntie Rose. One Christmas day our family was invited to spend it with Auntie Rose, her
daughter, Sophia, and the rest of her family. Once we opened presents that had lain around the
oversized Christmas tree, Jacob, my four-year-old brother and I spent most of the day playing in
Sophia's bedroom. Auntie Rose had made a special effort to welcome us and the smell of
Christmas dinner being prepared downstairs drifted up the staircase to Sophia’s
bedroom.“Dinner!” Susan finally called from the base of the stairs.The three of us made our way
down to where a beautifully decorated table, complete with a piping hot Christmas dinner and
trimmings, waited for us. Jack, Laura and her new boyfriend, Ben, had already taken their places
at the table. Auntie Rose served dinner and, as we read the jokes from the crackers, I felt part of
a proper family.During the meal, I noticed Susan filling her wine glass several times. She poured
and gulped the contents until I lost count but, at ten years old I was determined to ignore her and
enjoy the rest of Christmas. Unfortunately, when Susan drank a lot of alcohol, the night would go
in one of two ways, good or bad, and, by the end of this particular night, she was not in a position
to be in charge of a car. Ben kindly offered to drive us home so we soon found ourselves
squashed into his red Peugeot 306. We waved goodbye to Auntie Rose and Sophia. A few
minutes into the trip, Susan decided to vomit on my lap and over the back seat of Ben’s
car.Brilliant! - I thought.It had been such a nice day and I was now sitting covered in puke as



Susan tried to mop up her mess with her jacket sleeve. Ben pulled over into a deserted Tesco's
car park and managed to get Susan out of the car. He attempted to clean the mess inside the
car while Susan, rather than helping, drunkenly offered advice on how best he should do it. After
Ben’s best efforts to try, we continued the journey home. Susan was paralytic by the time we
reached the house; she needed help from Laura and Jack to negotiate her way up the garden
path and get to the front door. I looked back to wave at Ben who was now surrounded by
smeared vomit but he looked pissed off and drove away without a backwards glance. I can only
imagine he regretted offering to give us a lift. I opened the front door and turned the hallway light
on as Jack and Laura hauled Susan into the house. The moment the front door closed behind
her, Susan suddenly had a burst of energy. This meant only one thing, the night was about to
turn very bad indeed.“Laura! Who the fuck do you think you are going after a married man?
You’re a useless, lazy slapper!” Susan yelled viciously.The insults she screamed at my sister
were not entirely true. At twenty years old, Laura not only worked at a local nightclub but also
held a second job during the day. From her wages, she was able to pay rent to use the dining
room at the rear of the house as her living quarters; she kept it immaculate. I was always slightly
jealous of Laura’s bedroom, expensive porcelain dolls sat neatly on her bedroom shelf and
beautiful fairy lights lit up her bedroom at night. She was far from lazy but fought for acceptance
from Susan by making time to help me with my homework, cooking, cleaning and babysitting
Jacob and me when asked. The only part which held any truth was that Ben was still married
and had to return to his wife and kids after he dropped us home.“You're a fucking slapper,
Laura!” Susan repeated.She started to foam at the mouth.Oh well, that was a good day, - I
thought to myself as Jack, Jacob and I trudged upstairs.In these situations, it was usually best
for me to get out of Susan’s way. Unfortunately, in doing that, Laura was left to deal with her. I
turned at the top of the staircase to see Laura making her way to her living area leaving Susan
standing alone in the hallway, looking as though she was about to explode.“Don’t fucking walk
away from me!” she suddenly erupted.Still shouting and slurring abuse, Susan followed Laura
into the lounge. She picked up the salt and pepper pots from the table and threw them at Laura.
The last pot hit Laura directly on the forehead. I could tell she was stunned and shaken; she
stumbled and held her head trying to reach the safety of her bed. Susan was out of ammo and,
full of rage, she breathed heavily and looked livid. She paused, obviously considering her next
move. Running towards my sister’s room, she disappeared until crashing and smashing noises
echoed out from below and debris flew out of the bedroom door onto the lounge floor. I could
only imagine the devastation that was taking place. I heard Laura scream out in pain and beg my
mother to stop this violent attack.“Stop! Mum, please!” Laura’s pleadings fell on deaf ears.Susan
was out of control and on a mission to demolish Laura’s room.“Mum! No, please that really hurts,
please no!” a harrowing final plea reverberated from Laura's room.Terrified of what my mother
might have done to my sister, I cupped my hand over my mouth and nervously placed one foot
on the top step. Susan reappeared in the lounge, her face filled with rage, she was dragging
Laura by the hair towards the front door.“Get out of my house, you fucking slag!” Susan



bellowed.She opened the front door and threw my sister outside. A gust of cold December air
blew up the stairs; sending a shiver down my spine. The door slammed shut so I darted towards
my bed and hid under the covers. Like a naughty child, Susan stomped her way up the stairs.
Unrecognizable words slurred from her mouth as she walked past my room, then her bedroom
door slammed.I climbed out of bed and crept downstairs. Debris was strewn across the lounge
floor. I stopped to look through Laura’s open bedroom door; things were no better there. Her
once beautiful bedroom had been smashed to pieces, total carnage. Without warning, Laura’s
face peered through the window and into her bedroom. Startled, I jumped and let out a scream.
My hand automatically went to my mouth and I hoped Susan had not heard me. I made my way
through the smashed possessions and opened the window for Laura. It seemed so unreal,
amusing if truth be told. It felt like I was about to serve ice cream or play shops with her through
the open window. I have no idea why this sprang to mind but I started to giggle; probably
because I was only ten years old at the time. Exhausted and broken, she stared at the carnage
of her once immaculate room; she looked confused as tears formed in her eyes.“Jessica, can
you please go and find my phone? It’s on the floor somewhere. Can you meet me in the alley
outside?” Laura choked as tears fell down her face.I nodded and Laura disappeared from view. I
closed the window and searched through the broken, porcelain dolls until I found the phone; it
had survived. Seconds later, I heard Susan's bedroom door open. My heart raced and a cold
chill gathered throughout my body; goosebumps rose on my skin. I daren’t be caught downstairs
so, in an attempt to hide, I dropped to the floor and pulled a blanket down from Laura's bed.
Susan’s shuffles and muttering reminded me that anybody could be her next target.“Mum, fuck
off! You're drunk,” I heard Jack's voice.This was probably not the best thing he could have yelled
considering she was spoiling for another fight. There was every chance Jack would be her next
victim.“You lazy fucking shit! Look at the state of this room!” she roared at him.Granted Jack was
messy and lazy, but he didn’t deserve this. No one did! I got to my feet and crept to the front door
while they were randomly hurling abuse. Once outside, I ran as fast as my feet could carry me
until I reached the alleyway. “We need to call the police! We need to call the police!” I yelled
frantically the moment I saw Laura.“Calm down! You know what Mum’s like when she has had a
drink. Go back inside and just stay out of her way,” Laura said in a surprisingly composed
voice.“But I'm scared,” I cried.I handed her the phone and tried to catch my breath.“Jessica it will
be ok, now go!”I was taken aback that my sister was more interested in tapping on her phone
keypad than my fear. I could sense her irritation; there was nothing I could do but leave her in the
alleyway and slowly make my way back home.Drunken nights with Susan are not uncommon;
maybe the occasional object would be thrown. But this seems worse than normal. This is serious
and scary, so why is Laura sending me back? - I was confused.Pushing the front door open
quietly, I could hear the argument still raging between Susan and Jack. This allowed me to get
back to my bedroom without being caught. Once there, I had a clear view of Jack’s room and
could see and hear the entire argument.I watched as Susan suddenly erupted again and pulled
Jack from his top bunk; he landed on the floor with a thud. Winded, he clutched his chest in an



attempt to breathe. Susan stepped back and looked down at him then calmly pushed his TV off
his chest of drawers. It tumbled down and hit Jack’s leg before smashing onto the floor. A smirk
spread across her face; she was enjoying the devastation and pain she had caused.Jack
screamed out in pain and looked up at her in disbelief. Clutching his chest, he used his bed for
support to get onto his feet. Susan’s face suddenly changed and anger took hold again as she
lunged towards him, throwing a windmill of punches that landed on his body. He unsuccessfully
tried to shield himself while frantically grabbing at her flailing arms. He was losing but he
managed one last powerful push; she lost her balance and landed on the floor by the
doorway.“Enough, Mum! For fuck’s sake!” Jack screamed.He clutched his chest once more but
Susan was oblivious to him. She was down but not done. Her mouth formed an evil grin as she
steadied herself; in her hand she held a kitchen knife. Months before, the doorknob had fallen off
Laura’s bedroom door; ever since, this kitchen knife had been used to open the door. Susan
must have picked up the knife during the fight.Why has she brought the knife? - I wonderedTrue
evil took the place of my mum; her distorted smile focused on me.“Jessica, get your teddies!
You're moving into your brother's room,” she said calmly.No drunken slurring was evident but her
dark eyes were evidence of intoxication. I let out a nervous chuckle. Jack glared at me but I
couldn’t say anything. He thought I was laughing at him but I wasn’t, I was edgy and scared.
Susan faced Jack again and pointed the knife towards him.“Mum, what the fuck are you doing?
Please put the knife down!” he pleaded.Pure terror shot across my brother’s face.How has this
escalated so much? – I asked myself.A tremble was taking hold of my body as I feared what
might unfold. Susan looked like a snake about to pounce on her prey as she swayed back and
forth, holding the knife pointed at my brother. Jack was frozen to the spot. I could read his mind
as he glanced around the room. He was weighing up his two options; the closed window or the
open door. For sure Susan would reach him by the time he opened the window and she was
blocking his exit through the door. He was trapped with no way out. Susan was unlikely to back
down now that she was holding the only weapon. His only option was to face Susan.It was as
though a starting pistol had rung out in his head and his mind was made up. I watched him sprint
towards Susan as he tried to barge his way past but he wasn't fast enough. She lunged at him
with the knife. I watched the blade run down his back and he let out a blood-curdling scream. He
had enough strength to carry on running across the landing and down the stairs. Bang! The front
door slammed behind him. At sixteen years of age, he was now homeless.“Go on then, get the
fuck out!” her voice full of venom.Susan’s turned to look directly at me; she still held the blade in
her hand.Shit, am I next on her list? - my head swirled.The trembling spread throughout my
whole body. But, without another word, she turned and walked back into her bedroom. The door
closed quietly behind her and an eerie silence descended on the house.Is Jack ok? Has Susan
hurt him badly? When will they come back and will I ever see them again? - I pondered the
questions quickly gathering in my head.How did this happen? We were sitting around a
Christmas table, as a family, just a few hours ago, - I recalled our day at Auntie Rose’s.I sat on
my bed cold, frightened and alone with half my family gone and half the house trashed. I turned



to look over at Jacob snoring softly in his bed.How has he slept through all that? - I wondered.I
got under my blankets and pulled my favourite teddy close for comfort.Everything will be ok in
the morning! - I told myself.Nevertheless, I cried myself to sleep.A few weeks passed without
word from Jack and Laura. Susan acted as though they had never existed; she never mentioned
them. I found myself thrown into a strange new world where I didn’t know if I was allowed to ask
about them.I came home one day after school and found Susan had moved all my belongings
into Jack's bedroom. Jacob now had our room to himself. At four years old, he was very young
and wasn't aware of what had happened. He was also upset that I was no longer in his
room.Months passed and there was still no word from Jack or Laura. It didn’t take long to realise
things were never going to be normal again. One day, Susan, Jacob and I came home from the
supermarket to find that Jack and Laura had been to the house and removed most of their
belongings. It was as though they had vanished. With an empty house and an empty heart, I
knew they were both truly gone for good.“How dare they!” Susan shouted.She was furious while
I felt sad and lonely. She slammed the shopping down on the kitchen worktop but I walked up the
stairs into my new bedroom; Jack’s bedroom. I sat on the bed and pulled my teddy close to my
chest as I sobbed in silence.I really miss Jack and Laura! – my heart was filled with loss.Chapter
4 | The devilSusan could be an amazing mum when sober, but she became an unrecognisable
monster when drunk. The morning after an evening’s drinking; she had no recollection of the
carnage she had caused. If I alluded to her behaviour in any way, she would tell me I’d had a
nightmare. I was confused and this led me to question my sanity.Since the horrific night when
Laura and Jack were kicked out, I became Susan’s new punch bag. Her wicked behaviour
escalated. Many times I was pulled from my bed at night and given some form of verbal abuse,
slapped, punched or kicked to the floor. I became Susan’s new house-elf. After a day at primary
school, I had to cook and clean at home. Laura’s chores became my chores. If I hadn’t cooked a
decent dinner or cleaned properly, there would be hell to pay. Only when my chores were
complete, was I allowed out to play.Susan’s drinking had become completely out of control and I
found myself concentrating on how much she drank. I noticed a pattern. If three glasses of wine
lasted her for the evening, she was an amusing, entertaining person; there would be no drama.
The times when she drank fast and was on her fourth glass early on, were when things would
change. Her top lip would curl back to reveal her teeth; in a slurred voice; she would talk from the
side of her mouth and her facial features warped. She looked like Susan, but at the same time,
she didn’t. Then the aggressive side came out. On her fourth glass of wine night, I knew it was
time to run and protect myself, I had to find cover in the hope that someone else took the brunt of
whatever was about to come.The next morning, and in an unbelievable good mood, she acted
as though nothing had happened. She would play the part of Super Mum; breakfast would be on
the table early. When I asked about the night before and told her what had gone on, there was a
standard response.“Don’t be so silly! That didn’t happen, you must have dreamt it,” she would
snort.‘You have a very overactive imagination.”That was when confusion set in for me.Am I going
mad? Did I really dream about what happened? - I wondered.While I revisited the events of the



night before, Susan had an excuse for everything and said my imagination had got the better of
me. She told me these were only scary dreams. Eventually, I believed her lies, but I was mixed
up because dreams don’t leave bruises. Walking into a room to witness the devastation from the
previous night made my head spin.Did my imagination really get the better of me when Laura &
Jack disappeared from my life? The new bruises littering my body - are they there or am I
imagining them too? – I questioned myself.It was a total head fuck, of epic proportions. Susan
lied to mask the truth and made lame excuses about what happened. But for the better part of a
sober Susan, she did her best to be a mother and I cherished these moments. Jacob and I had
no-one else to guide us through life.Months passed, and Laura eventually made contact. After
being turfed out, both Jack and Laura had spent their nights either sofa surfing or sleeping in
Ben’s car. Laura had fallen pregnant with Ben’s baby and he had left his wife to be with her. They
had rented a house together and Jack had lived with them until he managed to find his own
place. The knife Susan had cut Jack with had scarred him but luckily not too seriously. I was so
pleased to hear that they were ok.After Susan heard about the baby news, almost overnight,
everything changed. All seemed to be forgiven and forgotten and an entirely new relationship
blossomed between Susan and Laura. They were no longer mother and daughter, they became
best friends. Susan was at Laura’s beck and call, it was almost like she wanted to win a Super
Granny of the Year award. Trips to the shops for baby clothes, cots and prams became the
norm.Baby madness was upon us as Susan became Super Granny by day and a heavy drinker
by night. The contrast in her life went further; she took Laura to breakfast every morning but
disappeared to parties in the evenings. At ten years old I was left in charge of Jacob while she
frequented bars and nightclubs located around Truro and Newquay. Occasionally, a strange man
would arrive with her but he would be gone the next day. Susan’s nightclub of choice was called
Shout where Laura worked behind the bar.Ben regularly visited Shout with his mates. One night,
Ben introduced Susan to one of his friends, Shawn. Shawn had grown up on the wealthier side
of the village and had attended the same school as Ben; they remained friends into their
twenties. After Susan met Shawn, she spent even more time away from home. This left Jacob
and me to fend for ourselves but, I didn't mind the time she spent away from the house, life was
peaceful without her drama.Susan’s mood improved once Shawn became part of her life and,
after a few weeks, it was time for Jacob and me to meet her new flavour of the month.“I would
like you to meet someone special,” she had announced.The next day, Laura and Ben came over
to our house for tea. Thinking back, this was probably for moral support while we met Shawn.
Laura, her pregnancy showing, and Ben played with Jacob downstairs; I sorted out bits and
pieces in my room.“Mummy’s home! Mummy’s home!” three-year-old Jacob screeched.I popped
out of my room to get a better view from Susan's bedroom window. A dark purple Cherokee
Jeep was parked outside our house.I wonder how long this one will last, - I thought to myself.The
driver’s door opened and a dark-haired man stepped out, he walked around and opened the
passenger door for Susan. Laura, Ben and Jacob made their way outside to greet and chat in
the front garden. Susan locked hands with the man and they walked towards the house.Here we



go again, - my mind raced as I wandered out of Susan’s bedroom and made my way
downstairs.“Jessica, come down and meet Shawn,” Susan insisted from the hallway.She looked
like a giddy school girl, clutching the hand of a strange and, to me, ugly man.“How's it going? I’m
Shawn,” he introduced himself attempting to hug me.What the fuck, - I thought to myself as my
ten-year-old body automatically stepped back to avoid his embrace.Susan glared at me while
Shawn looked put out by my quick dodge.Shawn was nothing special to look at. He was
overweight with an unfortunate mole on his chubby-faced cheek and he did not have the best
dress sense in the world either. His long, dark hair and deep-set, brown eyes didn’t appear
endearing to me.What on earth does Susan see in him? - I asked myself.He seemed like a
weirdo; his stance, his gaze and his body language didn’t sit well with me. However, Susan
ushered everyone into the lounge and asked Shawn if he would like a drink. Her perfect hostess
role was strange to see; normally I would have been asked to make the drinks. When Susan left
the room, I noticed Shawn's stare fixed on me; his dark eyes glanced in my direction at every
opportunity. Even when he was talking to someone else, he was looking over at me. And so,
during my first encounter with Shawn, I made up my mind; I didn’t like him. His presence
creeped me out and my gut told me to stay clear of him.Susan didn’t drink as much over the next
few months. As her love relationship developed, her mood and demeanour improved even more.
She acted like a caring mother and, although I didn’t like Shawn, I liked the effect he had on her.
For Susan’s sake, I made the effort to be polite to him because he made her happy and when
she was happy, our lives became less stressful. She spent her time split between our house and
his then eventually, during the week, we would receive random visits from him.I hated when he
stayed over at our house because, even to my ten-year-old mind, he was oddly attentive.
Whenever I walked into a room where he was, his eyes followed me. That’s when Susan would
find an excuse to remove me from his presence. I was sure she had noticed Shawn watching me
so, if I was given a job to do elsewhere, she could regain his attention.Even although I found
Shawn strange, I saw he was doing his best to blend in with the family dynamics. He would often
sit and play with Jacob or ask me about my day. I would only give him three-word answers before
I made a hasty escape.Susan wasn't wealthy; she could never afford holidays and I rarely went
on school trips, My school holidays were normally spent at home so, when my school friends
talked about the amazing places they had visited, I was jealous. There came a time when Shawn
booked us a family holiday to Butlins. I couldn’t wait to go, but even this kind gesture didn’t make
me warm to him; I could never quite put my finger on why I didn’t like him. In general, he seemed
kind and harmless enough. I thought I needed to give him a chance because Susan and
Shawn’s relationship had other positive effects.The bad air between Laura and Susan had gone
completely; she and Ben came around a lot more. Susan attended some of the baby scans and
always returned as the proud grandmother to be. I had my sister back in my life and, when Jack
made his peace with Susan, our lives had improved. I believed the positive changes in our family
were mainly down to having Shawn in our lives.The happiness was written all over Susan’s face
when she left for another weekend away with Shawn. That night, Jacob and I settled down to



watch a film with some comfort snacks and drinks. Eventually, Jacob’s head began to rock
forward and he fell asleep, snoring softly in my arms. I carried him to bed in the certainty that,
once he was asleep, he would be as quiet as a mouse for the rest of the night.The film wasn’t as
entertaining as I had thought so I decided to go to bed. I was drifting off to sleep when I heard
banging at the front door followed by the sound of the letterbox clicking open. I sat up in bed and
hoped whoever it was would just go away. Anyway, I had been told never to answer the door
when home alone.“Hello, is there anyone home? It’s the police!” a strong male voice bellowed
through the letterbox.The police, what do they want? Jacob and I have done what we were told
and only watched a film, are we in trouble? - I asked myself.I climbed down from my cabin bed
and grabbed my pink, fluffy dressing gown. After rushing down the stairs, I reached for the
letterbox, took a breath and peeked through the gap. A face appeared. I screamed and let the
flap fall. It reopened.“Hello, I’m Jim, is your mum home?” a policeman enquired in a much softer
voice than before.“Hello, I’m Jess,” I replied.We had a polite conversation through the letterbox
but, when he asked about my mum, I gave vague answers. Our letterbox conversation went on
for about ten minutes until I heard a car pull up outside. I was surprised that Susan’s voice was
audible; she was supposed to be with Shawn. Jim started to talk to her instead. I kept peering
through the letterbox while listening to their conversation. I gathered that an argument had
erupted between Shawn and Susan at his flat. Susan claimed that he had pushed her off the
balcony but Shawn claimed that she had jumped.Either scenario could be plausible when Susan
drinks, - I thought. The policeman left so I closed the letterbox and ran to my bedroom, jumped
under my covers and pretended to be asleep.Susan was in an extremely bad mood the next day.
She told us she had broken up with Shawn and the holiday was off.It was no surprise that, over
the following weeks, her excessive drinking started. Once again, I found myself being used as
Susan’s punch bag for inexcusable reasons. If, for example, she couldn’t find her jeans,
somehow it was my fault and I was slapped and punched to the floor. I had momentarily
forgotten how bad Susan could be but, as bruises appeared on my body again, I longed for the
peaceful life I had glimpsed.But, Shawn was gone and the holiday we had been so looking
forward to was not going to happen. For the most part, he had made our world better because,
when he was around, Susan acted as a mother should and didn’t drink as much. I found myself
wishing for his return. But, as the old saying goes, be careful what you wish for.
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Deborah Calkins, “The girl in the pink shoes. It was a very hard book to read, but very well
written. I’m sorry she didn’t get complete justice from shawns abuse. I get that he was like a
father figure.”

Jennifer Garza, “Couldn't put it down!. All my prayers and love to you, Jessica. You're a truly
amazing woman. Thank you for sharing your story and I hope it reaches one, if not many as well.
Stay strong ”

Norma, “A must read. This book was one I couldn’t put down. I could visualize while reading and
crying at the same time. She is such a strong strong girl! I’m a very empathetic person so
honestly I wanted to reach out and hug her to make her feel safe. I know how abuse feels and at
some parts I could relate. I wish you only but the best. Stay blessed and strong, when you feel
down, think of those pink shoes! ”

Jay Jay, “Best book this year! 100% top 10. This book is unbelievably well written, for such a
young author.Somehow she manages to walk you though her horrific story, in such a incredible
way.I literally felt part of her world and I'm not going to lie, I cried! Then in the next breath was
laughing, with some very well placed dark humour throughout the book.She even manage to
bring poetry, in to this book with such a powerful message, it left goose bumps and a shiver in
my spine.I have never read a book that every single chapter flows so well and you find yourself
filled with a mixture of emotions, with every single page turned.The ending is also so well done, I
was left wanting more.For a 1st time author, she has show a true talent to put pen to paper, the
way she has and cover so many difficult topicsDon't get put of by the subject matter, as many will
try to shy away.Yes I found it a difficult read, given the topics involved, but somehow she
manages to nail it!A epic read!A very talented Author and incredibly well written ”

Rainbowtinkerbell, “An incredible and brave and brilliant book. Jess. I’m thinking there are a lot of
people who need to be given a copy of your book. The police need to read it. Schools too. I know
a lot of people who care about you have ordered a copy anyway - but it’s those people who
didn’t (for whatever reason) HEAR you at the time. They should have known you couldn’t tell;
they should have told you that you would have been safe - contradicting what ‘Susan’ told you!
That should have been their job and they should have tried much harder! We all should have. All
managers in charge of safeguarding and child protection provision and delivery need to read
this. To know what potentially many under their ‘care’ might be going through.This powerful and
very difficult read (in terms of its graphic but absolutely justified and necessary content) should
be shouted out about to get people to listen and to change a failing system that protects
perpetrators at the expense of their child victims! It should enable victims become survivors and
feel strong enough to meet with people; talk to people; change the system that facilitates



secrecy and shame perpetuated by the violence; lies and evil of the perpetrators who believe in
their right to do what they do.There’s a lot quite rightly about to do with white supremacy; but
male supremacy is also a huge issue. I hope people other than those who already know this
happens; get to read your book. You put the reader there; with you - wanting to drag you away
and make it stop. If people don’t want to read it; they are part of the issue! xx I am - as always -
so proud of you; and am SO glad you never gave up.”

nathan everest, “a child's life filled with mistrust, lies and abuse. This book is a stunning account
of a life of torment suffered by a child starting at the age of 9 the book follows the story of the
authors childhood filled with family struggles, abuse, abandonment, self-doubt, lies and
mistrust.The book has in depth details of the events which led to the author becoming the
person who she is today a much stronger and braver woman than I think even she knows.I
personally knew the author during the course of the events outlined in the book, we were in the
same year at school but I was unaware of anything that was going on behind close doors and it
shows no matter how people seem on the outside you never truly know what's going on behind
the mask they ware in public, this book shines a light on the taboo subjects of child abuse,
neglect and the failings of the systems put in place that is meant to protect children from the
police to social services.the book is well written and makes use of many writing types including
but not limited to:Internal monologue to show what she's thinking.Poetry to add detail and brake
up the story.Descriptive writing to set the scene as well as the events unfolding within it.and
many more.when reading this book my emotions felt like they were on a roller-coaster their are
moments that totally destroy your faith in humanity but in-between these moments these
memory's of a loving family and happy days spent on beaches and out with friends. uplifting
moments of love destroyed by lies and bullies.its amazing how someone could go through so
much and still come out the other end of the tunnel, the book ends on a cliff hanger which is a
fitting ending as the story of her life is still unfolding I personally cant wait to here the conclusion
to her tail.I would recommend this book to anyone and hope that it will help anybody who has
ever gone through a similar course of events to prosses and make sense of it. I'm immensely
proud of the author I know this book was a struggle for her to write but she new her story needed
to be toldI'm dyslexic and I manage to read this book if you read just one book this year I would
highly recommend that you read this oneplease show you support for the author by buying the
book and leaving a review to help her spread her message far and wide and help her make a
change in the world we life in.”

Sunny D, “An important and powerful read. Firstly I'd like to say how proud I am of author Jessica
harrington. To be able to articulate her pain without sounding detached or aloof, nor sounding
impossibly depressed is a skill for such a harrowing life experience.This book is very easy to get
absorbed into. I felt sad, angry, shocked, angry again and then hopeful towards the
end.Ultimately this should never have happened to Jessica. She needed help throughout the



entirety of her childhood but didn't receive the help she sought and desperately needed.Books
like this MUST be read. If you do one thing for abuse victims, read their books and understand
how and why these things keep happening.... They happen because people pretend it doesn't
exist and don't want to upset themselves thinking about such things and by doing that they never
take the victim seriously; That is not helpful.Please listen and learn from survivors like Jessica so
that this doesn't keep happening over and over again.Abuse is so common and so deadly and it
needs to be acknowledged not ignored or laughed off.I am grateful that Jessica has found the
love she deserved her entire life.Healing isn't linear and no one should think just because
someone is away from the abuse they're miraculously fine...True healing isn't like a Hollywood
film. It requires patience and time, validation and support and kindness and understanding.This
may be one the best books I've read regarding childhood s#xual abuse.Thank you for your
courage Jessica.”

miss c perks, “Strength and bravery. I am blown away by Jessica, how brave to write a full
account of what happens and to call out professionals who failed to see what was happening.
I’m sure this book was very cathartic to write to untangle all those awful memories but also
unbelievably hard. I really hope this book helps other children’s voices to be heard and gives
them the strength to tell their stories.You should be so proud of yourself Jessica x”

The book by Jessica Harrington has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 753 people have provided feedback.
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